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Today in luxury marketing:

Japan a focus for Fendi

There's a bit of Rome in Tokyo care of Fendi, says WWD.

Click here to read the entire article on WWD

Gucci's Alessandro saddened by plagiarism accusations

Gucci's creative director, Alessandro Michele, has responded to claims that the brand has plagiarized the work of
Central Saint Martins student Pierre-Louis Auvray, telling the Business of Fashion, "It's  something that makes me feel
really sad," per British Vogue.

Click here to read the entire article on British Vogue

Louis Vuitton's collaboration with Jeff Koons mets lukewarm reviews on China's Weibo

China has been an exciting testing ground as of late for collaborations between the art world and luxury, with pop
and contemporary art becoming increasingly influential among China's emerging middle class youth. However, the
latest partnership in this category, this time between French luxury brand Louis Vuitton and New York-based pop
artist Jeff Koons, has attracted mixed reviews on Chinese social media, reports Jing Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Jing Daily

Dolce & Gabbana fashion shoot on streets of Beijing upsets locals

It only makes sense that a city as cosmopolitan as Beijing serve as a backdrop for today's latest fashion. However,
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Chinese netizens are reacting with anger to a series of Dolce & Gabbana photographs that showcase Beijing locales
and their residents, according to The Beijinger.

Click here to read the entire article on The Beijinger
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